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Future of 
Trust…
is here today

As we recover, reopen, rebuild and transition to Thrive, it’s time to 
rethink the importance of Trust. At no time has it been more 
tested or more valued in our leaders and each other. Trust is all 
encompassing. Physical. Emotional. Digital. Financial. Ethical.

A nice-to-have is now a must-have, a principle is now a catalyst, 
a value is now invaluable. 

Put Trust at the forefront of your planning, strategy and 
purpose, and people will put Trust in you. 

Top of mind
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Trust has never been more important Jen

Fundamentally, the 
traditional drivers of 
trust have been 
shaken, and new ones 
will gain prominence, 
and there’s a 
possibility that the 
gulf between what 
markets value and 
what people value 
will close.

– Mark Carney
The Economist, 2020
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Trust is defined as “Our willingness to be vulnerable to the actions of others because we believe they 
have good intentions and will behave well toward us”.

— Professor Sandra Sucher, Harvard Business School
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The impact of Trust (or lack thereof) 

A lack of trust costs global brands $2.5 trillion per year 3
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The impact of Trust (or lack thereof) 

Trust among Americans is fractured… …but trust drives important human behaviors and business outcomes

• 60% of Americans don’t trust others to 

• social distance1

• Of the most trusted sources to let people know when it is safe to 
resume normal activities, businesses are 2nd to last at 4%1

• 42% of employees are not highly trusting of their employer2

Trust drives loyalty:

• 62% of customers who report “highly trusting” a brand buy 
almost exclusively from that brand for the category2

• Employees who highly trust their employer are about half as 
likely to seek new job opportunities as those who don’t2

• 79% of employees who highly trust their employer feel 
motivated to work, while only 29% of those who did not trust 
their employer are motivated to work2

• Of customers who highly trust a brand, 88% have bought again 
from that brand and 73% have tried a new product or service 
from that brand2

• A lack of trust costs global brands $2.5 trillion per year 3

Sources: (1) Deloitte HX in Uncertainty survey, May 2020 (2) Deloitte HX TrustIDTM survey, May 2020 (3) Social Media Week
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Customers: Can I trust that cybersecurity is a priority and that my transactions, information, and personal data are correct, secure, and private?
Employees: Can I trust that my work-related data is secure and private, that networks will function, and that cybersecurity measures are in place?

Consumers: Can I trust that this 
company will not take advantage of 
this crisis to exploit me?
Employees: Will I lose my job? Can I 
trust my company will do all it can to 
support me, and be honest about its 
intentions and economic health?

Recovery is a human experience and in order to shift the mindset to recovery, resilient leaders need to 
understand the Four Human Dimensions of Trust for their stakeholders:

TRUST IS HUMAN AND Multi-dimensional 

Trust is a tangible exchange 
of value

It has no value in isolation, and 
represents value only in an 
interaction / relationships with 
others.
It is accretive: Invested wisely 
and prudently, it grows in 
repeated affirming experiences; 
invested poorly, it rapidly 
depreciates.
It yields results such as 
economic growth and 
shareholder value, increased 
innovation, greater community 
stability, and better health 
outcomes.

Digital
Trust that your 
information is 

secure

Financial
Trust that your 

financial concerns 
are being served

Physical
Trust that your 
physical space 

is safe

Customers : Can I trust that the 
company will tell me the truth 
and do right by me? Can I see 
that it is doing all it can to help in 
this crisis?
Employees: Can I trust that I will 
be empowered to do my job? 
Can I feel safe that I can speak up 
and ask openly about my job 
without fear of reprisal, and will 
receive an honest answer?

Customers: Can I feel safe gathering in groups or going 
to places where resources are shared and touched
by many?
Employees: Can I feel safe at my workplace?

Emotional
Trust that your 
emotional and 

societal needs are 
being 

safeguarded
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Crisis…a catalyst for rebuilding trust

Trust is a What is 
your role?

How does your commitment to 
inclusion and equity build trust? 
Does it? 
Where do words become 
actions and what role does 
action, or inaction, play in 
building trust among your 
stakeholders? 
What institutional processes 
exist which disproportionately 
impact individuals and how do 
you begin to identify and 
address those?
How are you contributing to the 
dialogue? 

Emotional
Trust that your 

emotional needs 
are being 

safeguarded

Digital
Trust that your 
information is 

secure

Financial
Trust that your 

financial concerns 
are being served

Physical
Trust that your 

physical space is safe

• Encourage authenticity
• Demonstrate fluidity 
• Create space
• Challenge interpersonal and 

institutional structures
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Lasting Impressions

Trust is like the air we breathe – when 
its present, nobody really notices; 
when its absent – everybody notices

— Warren Buffet
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Our Perspective

The greatest danger in times of 
turbulence is not the turbulence itself 
but to act with yesterday’s logic

— Peter Drucker
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What does this mean for us today?
We are in uncharted waters, yet leaders must take decisive action to ensure their organizations are resilient. 

Deloitte’s Resilient Leadership framework defines three time frames of the crisis:

THRIVE
Prepare for the next normal

RESPOND
Manage continuity

We are no longer limited to a reactionary 
environment. The next normal is now, 
and to be successful we must navigate 
how to Thrive in our new environment. 

We Responded fast, put safety and 
people first, and successfully shifted 

from crisis mode.

RECOVER
Learn and emerge stronger

We developed medium term plans, 
reinvented our process management 

and put resources in place to 
Recover for  the next normal.
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Resilient leaders embody important actions to manage uncertainty and chart a path to Thrive 

Planning for Thrive is a long term endeavor and should be conducted in parallel with the recovery 
efforts to optimize investments and accelerate the overall journey

Respond

Understand the Terrain across 
environment, shifts and industries

2

Orient the organization’s mindset 
to the path of a “better” tomorrow

1

Tactically and strategically plan the 
route to your Thrive destination

3

T H R I V E

Recover
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Resilient leaders orient the organization’s mindset to one of agility and adaptive thinking on the path to a 
“better normal” in Thrive

Mindset Shift.1

…Implication for journey

Discern how existing markets have 
changed and prioritize the emerging 
markets to own

Return to business-as-”un”usual, with 
resilience and agility built in

Design and execute Thrive strategy 
and align choices along the journey

Empower the team by reimagining a 
“better” normal for the business and 
more broadly for society

Unpredictable

…From respond

Inward-looking

Crisis management

Contingency planning

Reacting

…To recover

“Interim” normal

Market-facing

Program management

Scenario planning

Reinventing

Situation

Focus

Management

Planning

Attitude

Start by defining your organization’s 
aspirations – your “Thrive Imperatives”

…To thrive

“Better” normal

Market-making

Agile execution

Strategic planning

Pioneering
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2 The New Terrain.
The post-COVID, “better normal” world will be defined by next normal shifts – accelerating, decelerating, and 
new – shaping a new competitive environment and organizational needs

Public to Private Capital
Shift from public to private capital 

and increase in non-listed businesses

Digitization
Higher adoption of digital, Cloud, AI, 

new technologies, automation

Climate Change & Corporate 
Social Responsibility

Investors and activists will continue to 
drive focus on climate change, 
purpose, and triple bottom line 

Customer Direct, As a Service 
& New Business Models

Increased direct to customer, 
contactless, subscription, Anything as 
a Service and online business models 

Work & Workforce
Continued shift to virtualization and 

how, when, where, and by whom 
work gets done 

Resilience
Resilience will be a pre-requisite for 
supply chains (e.g., re-localization) 

and business models

Geopolitical Tension
Intensified geopolitical impacts, 

prolonged political instability, and 
increased bipolarization

Ecosystem Development
Increased demand for ecosystems to 
provide breadth of service/products

Experiences
Focus on human experience with use 
of digital technologies such as AR/VR 

Rise of Asia
Shift of economic and political power 

toward Asia, as China strengthens 
global position

Blurring of Industries
Converging of adjacent / 
non-traditional industries

(e.g., Healthcare and Consumer) to 
meet expanding consumer demands

Contracting Credit
Low interest rates and recession will 

challenge banks, reduce credit to 
corporates, and disadvantage SMEs

Strong Government
Unprecedented levels of fiscal 

stimulus, taxation, and public/private 
partnerships to secure and grow 

the economy

Safety & Surveillance
Consumers will expect safety and 

precautionary measures from brands 
and governments to maintain trust

Localization
A shift away from globalist towards 
localization – particularly in supply 

chain & use of additive 
manufacturing

Immigration & 
International Travel

Decreased immigration and Global 
people movement mandated by 

Government policies

Slowdown in the Sharing Economy
Reduced demand for shared ride 
services, etc., as well as physical 

coworking spaces

Slowdown in Urbanization
Decreased attraction of living and 
working in crowded major cities, 

specifically in developed countries

International Institutions and 
Multilateralism

Reduced relevance and authority of 
international institutions (e.g., WHO, IMF, 
Paris Accords) as isolationism increases
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Strategically plan the route to your Thrive destination
Resilient leaders look ahead to envision the Thrive destination and develop and launch the strategy, plan, and 
business model to navigate the journey

3

Accelerate Digital 
Transformation

Optimize Working 
Capital, Capital 

Structure, and Entity 
Structure

Define the 
Destination & 

Journey

Restore, Redesign, 
Rebuild Operations, 

Profitably and 
Resiliently

Transform the 
Work, Workforce, 

and Workplace

Activate Market and 
Revenue Growth

What are things we should consider in our Thrive destination?

Respond

Recover

Thrive
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Embed Trust into your Thrive journey 
Resilient leaders understand, trust is foundational to an organization‘s success and will strategically consider 
Trust as they plan their Thrive journey

3

Resilient leaders consider the following 
questions:
• Which dimensions matter most to each of our 

stakeholders, and what will matter to them as 
we shift into Thrive? 

• Are we communicating our intentions clearly 
and transparently to our stakeholders – even 
when we don’t have all the answers?

• Can we competently deliver on what we are 
promising to our stakeholders?

• How are we monitoring and measuring our 
progress in addressing stakeholders’ needs 
across the four dimensions of trust?
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